
Breakthrough Technology 

Ophthalmologist & Physician Tested 

Unmatched Results 



CompleteLash® lash accelerator is clinically proven to 
provide up to 64% fuller looking  lashes* Now your 
clients can enjoy longer, fuller, thicker and darker 
eyelashes in only a few weeks or their money back!  

You will be amazed by the incredible new volume and 
strength. Sparse eyelashes and eyebrows are now a 
thing of the  past.  

Triple action CompleteLash® combines the best lash 
accelerators with micro peptides and botanicals for 
unmatched results. Clients will have longer lashes or 
fuller eyebrows naturally! This breakthrough technology 
will give you amazing eyelashes and eyebrows! It’s safe 
formula will help improve eyelashes and eyebrows in 
length, fullness, thickness and darkness in only 4 to 6 
weeks!   

*Based on multiple Clinical and Independent Studies.

CompleteLash®  was formulated by physicians. It has 
been clinically tested and ophthalmology safety tested 
by an independent laboratory; proven to be a very 
safe and effective cosmetic lash accelerator.  

Benefits 

I. Helps your eyelashes reach their full potential in LENGTH and
FULLNESS.

II. THICKENS eyelashes.

III. DARKENS your eyelashes.

IV. Makes your eyebrows THICKER and FULLER.

V. As safe as it is effective.

VI. Used by thousands of satisfied customers around the world.

VII. 96% of women declared fuller & thicker lashes! 92% declared
longer lashes!*

VIII. 90 day money back guarantee.



Results shown by our 
very own Consultant 

Rebecca 



Frequently Asked Questions 

Q:  How long does a bottle of CompleteLash® last? 

A:  If used once a day, up to 4 months. 

Q:  How long until I see a difference with CompleteLash®? 

A:  Younger clients tend to see results in 3-5 weeks and older clients up to 
6-10 weeks with all clients to date reporting positive results.

Q:  Is CompleteLash® safe to use? 

A:  Yes.  In our clinical study we did not find any adverse reactions and is 
considered to be safe.  However, as with any cosmetic product, some 
people may be allergic to one or more of the ingredients.  If you 
experience an allergic reaction, discontinue use. 

Q:  Can I use CompleteLash® with my contact lenses? 

A:  Yes, it is safe to use with contact lenses. 

Q  Does CompleteLash® also work on my eyebrows? 

A:  Yes, clinical trials have shown positive results on both eyelashes and 
eyebrows. 

Q:  Will I see faster results if I use CompleteLash® twice a day? 

A:  We have clients who have used CompleteLash ™ twice a day and they 
report faster results. 

Q:  Can I also use CompleteLash® on my lower eyelashes? 

A:  Yes, but do not apply to close to the edge, as it is easier to migrate into 
the eye. 

Q: Can I use CompleteLash®  with my fake eyelashes? 
A:  No, CompleteLash™  works best on clean, freshly washed skin that 
has no make up or other residues, including the bonding material that 
keeps your fake eyelashes attached. 

Q:  Can I use CompleteLash® when I’m pregnant or breast feeding? 
A:  No 

Q:  Can I use CompleteLash® when I’m undergoing chemotherapy? 
A:  No.  It is recommended to wait until completion of treatment. 

Q:  Will I feel something after applying CompleteLash®? 
A:  Some of our clients have reported a mild sensation.  Our records 
show that this goes away after 3 to 5 days or as the skin becomes 
accustomed to treatment.  If the sensation persists and is associated 
with redness or irritation, discontinue use. 

Q:  Will using CompleteLash® change to color of my eye? 
A:  You do not apply CompleteLash™ to the eye, so there is less risk of 
de-colorization. 

Q:  Can I use CompleteLash® with my eyelash extensions? 
A:  Yes. 

Q:  What happens if I stop using CompleteLash®? 
A:  Over time, your lashes will return to their original state.  This can 
take some months. 


